BACKGROUND ON SCHUBERT PROBLEMS
Fix a pinning for a complex reductive Lie group G: a Borel subgroup B, an opposed Borel subgroup 5_, a Cartan subgroup T = B n B_, the Weyl group W = N(T)/T, and R the Coxeter generators of W. There is a famous basis (as a free abelian group) for the cohomology of G/B given by the Poincare duals of the closures of the i?_ orbits on G/B; these are the Schubert classes S w := [B_wB/B], for w G W, and are indexed by the Weyl group.
(In this introduction we will only consider ordinary cohomology and the case of finite-dimensional G. However, since the Schubert cycles B_wB/B are T-invariant, they define elements not only of ordinary but of T-equivariant cohomology of G/B, and our results hold in that case also. In addition, our main arguments apply to the case of Kac-Moody G. Our references for equivariant cohomology of (possibly infinite-dimensional) G/B are [Graham 1999; Kostant and Kumar 1986] .)
The degree of the cohomology class S w is twice l(w), the length of w (as a minimal product of Coxeter generators from R). Define a Schubert problem as a triple (?x, v, w) Institute.
l(u) + l(v) + l(w) = dim c G/B.
In this case we can consider the symmetric Schubert Schubert problems are well-understood thanks to numbers Littlewood-Richardson and other positive rules for r / Q Q Q their computation. Note that descent-cycling can-JG/B not be formulated in the context of Grassmannian which count the number of points in the intersection problems alone: descent-cycling a nontrivial Grassof three generic translates of Schubert cycles. Since mannian Schubert problem always produces a nonthis intersection is transverse (by a standard appeal Grassmannian Schubert problem, and Grassmanto Kleiman's transversality theorem), and is of three nian problems from different Grassmannians (the complex subvarieties, the points are all counted with sin S le descent in different places) can be dc-equivsign +1 and therefore the number is nonnegative. alent. While formulae now exist for these numbers, it is a
In Section 2 we define a graph whose vertices are famous open problem to compute these numbers in a Schubert problems and edges come from descentmanifestly positive way. The analogous problem for cycling; by computer we were able to determine G/P where G = GL n and P is a maximal parabolic much about the structure of this graph in small exwas solved first by the Littlewood-Richardson rule amples. This we believe to be the main point of infar see [Knutson and Tao > 2001] In Section 3 we give the nearly-trivial proofs of
the twQ lemmata5 using sta ndard properties of the and let s be a Coxeter generator. If us > u, vs > v, (equivariant) BGG operators. We do this in terms and ws > w, then of "Schubert structure constants" rather than symmetric Schubert numbers. This seems to be more c us ,v,w = Cu^w = c u ,v,ws. appropriate for equivariant cohomology (in light of In the case where G = GL n (C), W = 5 n , and s is [Graham 1999]) , and also gives results in the case of the transposition i 4-> i + 1, the statement us > u G a Kac-Moody group. says that u(i) < u(i + 1); one says that u ascends in In the GL n (C) case, there is an intuitive geometrithe i-th place. Otherwise if u{i) > u(i + 1) one says cal interpretation in terms of "reconstructing forgotthat u descends in the i-th place, or that it has a ten subspaces"; with this we can also say something descent there. For this reason we christen the symabout finding the actual flags in the intersection in metry of Lemma 1.2 descent-cycling, and call these synthetic-geometry terms, which we do in Section 4. three problems dc-equivalent. Extending this relaIn Section 5 we prove Monk's rule via descenttion by transitivity, we get a very powerful notion cycling, to give an example of an interesting Schuof equivalence for solving Schubert problems; in parbert problem that falls to these techniques. It would ticular many Schubert problems are dc-equivalent to be interesting to see if other known cases of c uvw = ones that fall to Lemma 1.1, ones which we call dc-0,1 (such as the Pieri rule [Lascoux and Schiitzentrivial. berger 1982; Robinson > 2001; Sottile 1996] ) are We define a Grassmannian Schubert problem to consequences of descent-cycling, be a Schubert problem (u, v, w) id,id,«, 0 = 1) suffice to completely deterconnects three, not two, vertices.) Recall that we mine Schubert calculus for GL n (C) through n = 5. define two Schubert problems to be dc-equivalent if
We know a P riori that this connectedness cannot they are in the same connected component, i.e., if continue at n = 6, because the nonzero symmetric one can be transformed into the other by a sequence Schubert numbers are sometimes 2. (All symmetric of descent-cyclings. Also, we call a Schubert probSchubert numbers in this paper were computed with lem dc-trivial if it falls to Lemma 1.1; that is, if for the Ma P le P acka S e ACE [Veigneau 1998 ].) some (z, i+1) it has three ascents.
Fact 2.4. The graph T 6 has 8,881,334 vertices, of Example 2.1. We write a vertical bar to point out the w hi c h all but 2,351,475 are dc-trivial. Throwing descents, and a horizontal bar indicating to where out the components with dc-trivial vertices we are we intend to cycle a descent. In the following line we i e f t w ith 145 components comprising 411,582 verdescent-cycle our way to a dc-trivial problem; this t i ces . Exactly one of these components has intersection 1-412 3 411-2 3 4|2|l-3 412-311 4131211 number zero (despite containing no dc-trivial Schubert problems); one element of it is (231645, 231645, The reader may enjoy studying hands-on the prop-326154) There &rg also 4g components of size on6) erties of descent-cycling, using the descent-cycling th&t .^ Schubert problems that admit no descent . Java applet found at http://www.math.berkeley.edu/ cyding whatever; one example is (214365) 123 FIGURE 1. The non-dc-trivial component of F 3 , drawn to make its 5 3 symmetry manifest. The edges, which always come in sets of three, are drawn as triangles and labeled with the column where descents are being cycled. Note that not all vertices have degree 4; one cannot descent-cycle in a column which has two descents.
It was very tempting to believe that a vanishing 3. PROOFS OF THE LEMMATA Schubert number could always be "blamed" on dcml , , , . ,, . ,. ,. n ,, j.rr . , , . Richardson is in terms of the structure constants; which follows easily from the properties stated of see [Knutson and Tao > 2001] for a discussion of the BGG operators, this.)
Since ws < w, we have Note that the condition we gave in Section lfor _ a "Schubert problem" corresponds to l(w) = l (u) • thoug^ that ail of these a r e implied by the singleIn the case of G = GL n (C), D w is the variety of pairs subspace case. of flags (F, G) in C n such that "F is ^-close or closer One application of this geometric description is to to G". In this case, the generators R correspond actually locate the flag satisfying the desired interone-to-one to the subspaces in a flag (other than section conditions, in the case that (TT,P,CT) is dcthe zero subspace and the whole space), and the equivalent to the easy case (id, id, w 0 ). We illustrate map G/B -> G/P s corresponds to "forgetting" the this in the case of the Schubert problem subspace. Then we can interpret the lemma in very familiar terms:
(132,213,213), Corollary 4.2. Let w e S n and i G {2,... ,n-l}. Let which we can descent-cycle to (123, 213, 231) , and F,G be two flags in C n such that F is w-close or from there to (123, 123, 321 Since this pullback is a ring hoFi is used (to get F unclose to G). Conversely, if momorphism, the product of two pulled-back classes w does descend there, then G "usually insists" on a is also in this image, and cannot involve any S w with particular i^, when presented with the rest of F.
ws < w. In particular, this gives us an explicit sequence of the first argument to the third, replacing TT I-» S^TT descent-cyclings to turn a Monk's rule problem into and a f-> Sid. This modification keeps the sum of (id, id, Wo)-So in principle one can reverse the steps the lengths = Q) and neither causes nor breaks the and construct the flag in the intersection of these three Schubert varieties, as an expression in the lat-"simplify" the "worst" subspace in P using descenttice of subspaces. cycling, with the only unsimplifiable subspaces beThere are other special cases known for symmeting those in A, I?, C. In particular, this would say ric Schubert numbers where the answer is 0 or 1, that P partially synthetic implies P fully synthetic, mostly notably the Pieri rule [Bergeron and Sottile 1998; Lascoux and Schiitzenberger 1982; Robinson ADDENDUM > 2001; Sottile 1996] ; it would be interesting to see if they too are consequences of descent-cycling. ProbSince the submission of this article, Kevin Purbhoo ably the best version of this would be a "descenthas shown me a ver y sim P le ar § ument that P artial cycling normal form" for Schubert problems, and syntheticity already implies c = 1 (and therefore an effective way to test whether a Schubert problem ful1 syntheticity). Contrapositively, if c> 1, none of is dc-equivalent to (id, id, u, 0 ) . the solutions can be synthetic. Details will appear elsewhere.
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Recall that given a Schubert problem P = (vr,p,a), 
